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Objectives

 Emphasize why tethering is protective and worthwhile, 

even when extra effort is needed.

 Alert CPSTs to situations in which getting from Point A to 

Point B isn’t entirely straightforward.

 Describe tips and tricks for tethering in certain situations.

 Provide resources that can assist CPSTs.



On phone, or…

…on computer/tablet

SRN’s LATCH Gallery at www.saferidenews.com



FF Tethering Is Very Beneficial!

With a tetherWithout a tether

Tethering limits head excursion by at least 4-6 inches…

and those inches matter!
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A Tether’s Benefit Is Influenced By:

• Design of the CR

• Characteristics of vehicle/test seat

• Location of tether anchor

• Height/weight of child

• Whether CR is properly used/installed



Tether benefits well established            

by studies in the 1990s:

• Brown, et al, 1993
• Legault, et al, 1997
• Consumer Reports, 1999



Engineers and Researchers Reinforce 

the Contemporary Benefit of Tethers

• On average, 4–6 inches is still reasonable

• 4–6 ins. is conservative (not overstated)

• Tethering benefits increase with child size

• Tethering can compensate for misuse

• Tethering also beneficial in side-impacts



Between Point A and B

• Head restraints

• Other obstacles

• Twists and turns

• Slopes and crevices
A

B



Sometimes: Points A and B
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3-point tether,

aka V-tether 2-point tether



Head Restraints and Tethering

Head restraints protect adults in rear-impact crashes.

They must meet FMVSS 202



Head Restraints and Tethering

Often it’s simple!

But many factors can complicate:

➢Adjustable or fixed?

➢How to adjust?

➢How to remove (if allowed)?

➢Width of “legs”?

➢Shape and angle of HR?



Under? Over? Around? Through?

• Generally: 
Take the straightest route

• Check vehicle OM 
(images, especially)

• Check LATCH Manual
• Bullets for all models
• Model-specific notes



Head Restraints in the LATCH Manual

Brand-wide Bullets:

Model-

specific 

Notes:



Under:  Raising Head Restraints

In normal 

setting, this 

spring-

loaded 

catch fits 

into the 

HR’s notch 

to hold HR 

in place.

Pressing 

the 

button 

moves 

the catch 

out of the 

notch.

Many 

HRs 

move up 

and 

down.



Under:  Other Ways to Make a Gap



Removing Head Restraints

Many head 
restraints that may 
be removed can 
be lifted off only if 
a small device 
(like a paper clip) 
is pressed into a 
tiny hole. 

Always safely store 
a removed HR. 



Problem: Large adjuster, small space

General problem: Tether adjuster hardware won’t fit through small opening

Shown:  Evenflo adjuster (new, smaller version) won’t fit through Volvo “legs” 

Front of HR Back of HR



Solution: Use a tether extender

Solution:  Use a tether extender (with an adjuster), acquired 

from the CR manufacturer

First, fully shorten the CR’s tether strap and install the CR

Hook

HR



Solution: Use a tether extender



Over:  TAs on the Ceiling? 

Image: Car Seats for the Littles

• Older Subarus
• Honda CR-V

Various models, like:

CR-V instructions:

MY 02–09: Remove/stow HR

MY 10–11: Many options

MY 12–16: Lower HR, go over

MY17–19: Raise HR, go between legs



Over:  Lowering HRs for Tethering

Some instructions say to lower a HR to its 
lowest position when a CR is installed.  The 
tether can run OVER the head restraint.



Over:  Many Fixed Head Restraints

From Tesla Model S 
instructions

The note says: 

“ To prevent the 

single strap tether 

from moving side 

to side, the top of 

the head support 

deforms.”



Around:  Some Fixed Head Restraints

Some owner’s manuals 

say to go around (aka 

alongside) the head 

restraint.

Some specify which side.

Consider interference 

with seat belts.



Through?  Yep!

Some MY BMW X5s (a small SUV):

The fixed HR folds forward with the 

armrest, allowing the tether to be 

routed through a port opening.  

After running the tether through 

and connecting the hook to the 

TA, return the seatback to upright.  

Ensure that the seatback locks in 

place.



Other Obstacles

In general—
The goal is for a tether to take a straight line to the TA.  

▪ Shortest route

▪ Flat strap

▪ No rubbing

In certain situations—
Always read the instructions.  Some require:

▪ Something to be removed

▪ Removed item can sometimes be replaced after 

TA attachment

Use your judgment/ask questions:  Sometimes 

instructions don’t address how an obstacle affects CRs.



Other Obstacles

▪ Cargo Floor

▪ Seatback Fabric

▪ Dog gates

▪ Floor Mat

▪ Cargo Covers
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Other Obstacles

▪ Cargo Floor

▪ Seatback Fabric

▪ Dog gates

▪ Floor Mat

▪ Cargo Covers

LM Appendix B Bullets

2013 Porsche Cayenne



Twists and Turns

In general—
The goal is for a tether to take a straight line to the TA.  

Think:

▪ Shortest route

▪ Flat strap

In certain situations—
Always read the instructions.  Some require:

▪ A turn in the tether’s route (using a router)

▪ A twist in the tether’s strap



Twists:  Sometimes required by VM

2003–2017 Ford 
Expedition 
is one of many 
examples



Twists:  Also check the CR info

Most CR manufacturers allow a twist, usually 

conditional on necessity.

From Evenflo’s Appendix A entry:

However, a few manufacturers do not allow this.  

Be sure to confirm in the 2019 LATCH Manual.



Turns:  Router systems

• This drawing shows 

ROUTING only.

• Because the loops 

are flexible, final 

tightening of the 

installation should 

result in the outer 

loops tilting inward.



Turns: Routers and CR incompatibility

• Loop styles have limited openings that can’t be 

expanded, 

• Some tether adjuster hardware is larger than others.

• Sometimes it’s HARD to squeeze through, and 

sometimes IMPOSSIBLE.



Turns: Routers and Head Restraints

See the new LATCH Gallery entry 

For Ford F-150, MY 2015-2019. 



EXAMPLE:  

Honda Ridgeline
Crew Cab (all years)

EXAMPLE:  

Toyota Tacoma
Ext. Cab (MY 09–10)

Note that router also serves as 
TA if a CR is in the front seat.

Tether anchor



Slopes and Crevices

In general—
The goal is for a tether to take a straight line to the TA 

and be tight.  

In certain situations—
A slope or crevice could allow the tether strap to slip 

downward in a crash, creating a sudden amount of 

slack in the strap.



Slopes and Crevices



2006 GMC Savanna

Appendix A

Britax Entry, page A-14

41

Tether extender Tail end wrap

Slopes and Crevices

Problem:  Extra wide 

CR with V-shaped 

tether on narrow 

captain’s chair.



https://www.safekid

s.org/infographic/tet

hers-make-

difference

Free Tethering
Infographic

from Safe Kids



LM UPDATES

Newsletter 

articles, FAQs, 

and other 

resources.

SRN SUPPORT LATCH GALLERY

A place to share 

photos of 

interesting lower 

and tether 

anchor situations.

Check regularly 

for updates to 

the LM.  Sign up 

to be notified of 

changes. 



Earn 1 additional CEU for answering an open-

book quiz using the current LATCH Manual.  

▪ Quiz available at www.saferidenews.com.

▪ Use the 2019 LATCH Manual to answer 20 

questions online.

▪ An email confirming award of 1 CEU for a 

score of 16 or more.

http://www.saferidenews.com


Presented by Denise Donaldson,

Safe Ride News Publications

 Find tons of info at: www.saferidenews.com

 Email questions/comments to: info@saferidenews.com

Or call 800-403-1424.

http://www.saferidenews.com

